
Case Study: Kam's Roast Restaurant, Hong Kong

Product Used:

Stone Veneer Type: CST T 17 Autumn Mist

Surface: Slate, Transparent

Thickness: 1.2.-1.6mm

Use Case: Ceiling Light Feature

Challenges: The objective was to elevate the dining
experience at Kam's Roast by introducing a visually
striking element that complemented the
restaurant's warm and inviting atmosphere. The
challenge was to find a material that not only added
a touch of sophistication but also allowed for
creative design flexibility in the ceiling light feature.

Project Overview: Kam's
Roast, a renowned restaurant
in Hong Kong celebrated for
its culinary excellence,
collaborated with our
distributor in the region to
enhance its dining space.
Seeking a distinctive design
element, the restaurant opted
for our CST T 17 Rustic
Autumn stone veneers to be
used in a ceiling light feature.



Solution: CST T 17 Autumn Mist stone veneers were selected for their captivating texture and the 
natural warmth of the autumnal tones. The stone veneers were meticulously incorporated into a 
custom-designed ceiling light, offering a unique and visually appealing focal point. The distributor 
worked closely with the restaurant's design team to ensure seamless integration.

Benefits:

1. Visual Allure: The Autumn Mist stone veneers, when used in the ceiling light feature, added a 
captivating visual allure, creating an ambiance of understated elegance within the restaurant.

2. Creative Flexibility: The flexibility of CST T 17 Autumn Mist allowed for intricate design 
detailing, ensuring that the ceiling light became a custom-crafted masterpiece tailored to Kam's 
Roast's specific vision.

3. Warmth and Sophistication: The natural warmth of the stone veneers contributed to the 
overall sophistication of the restaurant's interior, enhancing the dining environment.

Results: The integration of CST T 17 Autumn Mist stone veneers into the ceiling light feature
transformed Kam's Roast dining space, providing patrons with an immersive and visually
captivating experience. The custom-designed ceiling light became a focal point, seamlessly
blending with the restaurant's inviting ambiance.

Restaurant Management Testimonial: "The CST T 17 Autumn Mist stone veneers have added a
layer of sophistication and visual intrigue to our dining space. The ceiling light feature,
thoughtfully crafted with the stone veneers, has become a conversation starter among our
patrons. We appreciate the collaboration with our distributor and the timeless beauty of the
selected stone veneers.“

This case study showcases how the application of CST T 17 Autumn Mist stone veneers in a
ceiling light feature can redefine the ambiance of a restaurant, adding a touch of sophistication
and creating a memorable dining experience for patrons.


